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KmsNano Office for Microsoft Office 2015 is an excellent multi-functional activator for Microsoft
Office, and MS Office 2010 and 2013. KmsNano Office Activator is a very powerful tool to accelerate
your activation process of Microsoft Office, Office and MS Office
products..DBDC-5.2.3/plugins/plugin_dtd.php?plugin=feeds&file=dtd/dtd.dtd&type=feeds#feeds_fli
ckr&format=xml&site=0&perpage=20&tags=&viewmode=2) ~~~ krapp Good to know. ------
CaptainZapp Even slightly better are the results you get when using zeitgeist with something like
spotlight (OSX). I've only begun to get to know zeitgeist but it's excellent, plus Spotlight is
engineered to do what it does. ------ larrys Looks like Yahoo! might be interested in buying them. [
popular...]( open-source-feed-feedly/) ------ J_Darnley > I am looking for distribution of privacy-
respecting feeds. When was that ever a sane requirement? If you feed a piece of software a privacy
respecting feed what do you expect it to do? Do you think Twitter's "Privacy Policy" implies that they
will store every piece of data they process? ------ thephyber I'm really suprised this hasn't come up
before now. With more and more feeds becoming RSS v2.0, and many of those being hosted within
organizations, it would be nice to have an organization that can authorize consuming feeds, rather
than a bunch of individuals doing each little piece of the authorization on their own. This would be
especially useful for groups with partially misconfigured DNS because they can set up their own,
centralized feed server. The technical challenges that have gone into this is _excellent_. ------
iguanayou Speaking of this, anyone familiar with Feedsquared? It's just a ruby gem that does almost
the same thing, even though it
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